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Abstract
In this work, a numerical model is developed in order to investigate the adaptability of
the multi-pump multi-piston power take-off (MP2PTO) system of a novel wave energy con-
verter (WEC). This model is realized in the MATLAB/SIMULINK environment, using the
multi-body dynamics solver MultibodyTM, which is based on the open-source tool WEC-
Sim. Furthermore, the hydrodynamic coefficients are calculated using the open-source code
NEMOH. After providing the description of the model, it is validated against experimental
results and an analytical model, showing good agreement with both. Subsequently, simula-
tions for a single floater device with a multi-piston pump (MPP) unit using our numerical
model are carried out to demonstrate the adaptability of the WEC. In addition, the results
demonstrate that the MPP with a simple control strategy can extract more energy than
any non-adaptable piston pump under various sea states. Finally, a floater blanket (an ar-
ray of interconnected floaters) model is developed to shed some light on the hydrodynamic
response and the performance of MPPs. The developed numerical model will be used in
the future to optimize the MP2PTO configuration, and to develop an energy maximization
control strategy for the MP2PTO system.
Keywords: Ocean Grazer, wave and multi-body interaction, floater blanket, MP2PTO
system
1. Introduction1
Wave energy converters (WECs) are devices designed to transform the motion of ocean2
waves into electricity. Although hundreds of WECs have been conceptualized and patented3
for over a century (McCormick, 1981), wave energy technologies have not yet converged to4
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a universal standard conceptual design as is the case, for instance, with three-bladed wind5
turbines for wind energy harvesting. Various new concepts of WECs have been proposed,6
and a number of small prototypes have been tested during the last decades based on point7
absorbers, attenuators and other designs (Li and Yu, 2012). The recently proposed novel8
WEC constituting the core technology of the Ocean Grazer (Prins, 2013) has the potential9
to be an effective contender in the challenge to extract the energy from offshore ocean waves,10
across the sea states relevant to energetic deployment locations such as the coasts of Ireland11
and Scotland.12
A single Ocean Grazer device is projected to be a massive platform housing various renew-13
able energy generation modules, including wave, wind and solar, obtaining the majority of14
its energy input from ocean waves. The core innovation of its WEC, namely the multi-15
pump multi-piston power take-off (MP2PTO) system, consists of a grid of interconnected16
floater elements (which we term as a floater blanket), with each floater being connected to a17
piston-type hydraulic pumping system, a multi-piston pump (MPP) (Prins, 2013; Vakis and18
Anagnostopoulos, 2016). Each pumping system consists of three differently-sized engageable19
pistons, allowing for seven different pumping combinations; this working principle gives the20
system its adaptability, thus allowing it to efficiently extract energy from incident waves21
with varying periods and heights.22
To validate the Ocean Grazer WEC concept, a 1:35 scale proof-of-concept-prototype with23
ten interconnected floater members has been developed at the University of Groningen. This24
experimental setup has enabled the successful testing of the functionality and the energy har-25
vesting capabilities of the device. Preliminary results also confirmed the adaptability of the26
system to maximize energy extraction under various wave conditions. In order to investigate27
the hydraulics of the pumping system, a benchmark experiment of dynamical contact models28
of a single-piston pump (SPP) was carried out by van Rooij et al. (2015). A mathematical29
SPP model was also proposed to predict the piston dynamics and the efficiency of an SPP,30
and the comparison showed that the model had sufficient accuracy to describe the behaviour31
of the SPP. Vakis and Anagnostopoulos (2016) developed an analytical model for the SPP,32
which took into account the hydrodynamics of the floater and the elastohydrodynamic lu-33
brication of the piston-cylinder interface. Their results pointed out that the mechanical34
efficiency of the system was close to 99%, while the pumping efficiency was dominated by35
volumetric losses. Note that the hydrodynamics models used in these studies were simplified36
by partly omitting the hydrodynamic effects of radiation and diffraction and could not ac-37
count for hydrodynamic and mechanical interaction between the floater elements, since they38
only investigated a single floater system. For studying the adaptability and efficiency of our39
MP2PTO system in particular, with the use of the floater blanket and multi-piston pump40
units, we extend the aforementioned SPP model in this paper in several directions. Firstly,41
we incorporate the hydrodynamics effects of radiation and diffraction. Secondly, we take42
into account mechanical joint coupling between the floaters. Lastly, we integrate the model43
multi-piston system into the comprehensive model. The development of a comprehensive44
hydrodynamic model of the floater blanket within the MP2PTO system is desired to further45
prove the adaptability concept and perform an energy capture optimization study for the46
MP2PTO system.47
Subsequently, the development of advanced control systems is crucial in enabling the adapt-48
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ability and optimal operation of WECs to the energy content. A comprehensive overview49
of the general research literature relating to the control of WECs and wave-energy arrays50
(farms) can be found in Ringwood et al. (2014). For the optimal operation of our Ocean51
Grazer device, there are a number of critical sub-systems that require advanced control sys-52
tems. For example, taking advantage of the adaptability of the MP2PTO, Barradas-Berglind53
et al. (2016) developed a preliminary model predictive control (MPC) strategy aimed at max-54
imizing the energy extraction of the SPP model from Vakis and Anagnostopoulos (2016) and55
made a preliminary analysis on the energy capture of a floater blanket consisting of five in-56
dependent floater elements. The results showed that the energy capture could be optimized57
with a suitable MPC algorithm. Dijkstra et al. (2016) proposed a nonlinear optimization-58
based control strategy that maximizes the revenue of the Ocean Grazer device by exploiting59
its storage capabilities. The results indicated that the proposed strategy could effectively60
maximize the total revenue. Although positive results have been demonstrated by these pre-61
liminary investigations, it is still a great challenge to develop distributed control strategies for62
an Ocean Grazer device that consists of hundreds of interconnected floater elements. Control63
in wave energy applications may rely strongly upon an accurate and efficient hydrodynamic64
model, but taking into account the interconnections and multibody-wave interactions would65
increase the complexity and computational cost of the model. Development of computation-66
ally affordable hydrodynamic models, which can be used as bases for model-based control67
design, is worthy of investigation.68
There are several WEC concepts similar to the floater blanket of the Ocean Grazer, which69
consists of an array of hydrodynamic elements. For example, the Hagen-Cockereil WEC70
(Haren and Mei, 1982) and the Pelamis WEC (Rainey, 2001) are both trains of slender rafts71
with power converters attached at the connecting hinges to extract energy from the relative72
rotation of neighbouring rafts. Another related concept, called CWEC (Alam, 2012), is a73
viscoelastic carpet placed over a network of vertically oriented springs and generators on74
the coastal seafloor. In these devices, each hydrodynamic element is not only excited by the75
incident waves, but also influenced by superposition of the diffracted and radiated waves76
from other elements; hence, hydrodynamic investigations on the devices essentially solve77
the wave and multi-body interaction problem. The hydrodynamic coefficients were obtained78
numerically or mathematically, and then, based on a linear PTO force assumption, the79
problems were solved by dealing with the motion equations in the frequency domain. In our80
case, however, due to the discontinuous nonlinearity in our MP2PTO system (the pumping81
force can be very large during the upstroke, but becomes zero during the downstroke), the82
linearization of the present PTO force may require further experimental validation. At the83
current stage, with the aim to develop a proof-of-concept numerical model, it is decided84
to develop the model in the time domain, which makes it directly comparable with the85
experimental data. Furthermore, a time domain model may be applied to develop the86
control strategy for the MP2PTO system.87
To deliver a preliminary proof-of-concept model for the core technology of the Ocean Grazer,88
the research focus of this paper is twofold: (1) to validate the adaptability of an MPP with a89
single floater; and, (2) to understand the hydrodynamic response of the floater blanket and90
the energy extraction characteristics of the MP2PTO system. The remainder of the paper is91
organized as follows: the numerical model is described in Section 2. Consequently, the model92
is validated in Section 3.1 by comparing it against experimental results and the previously93
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developed numerical model. The capture factor matrix of the MP2PTO is presented in94
Section 3.2, followed by a set of simulations of the model under a random wave, i.e., using95
waves with varying periods and heights, to demonstrate the adaptability of the MPP concept.96
The hydrodynamics of the floater blanket and the performance of the MP2PTO system are97
discussed in Section 3.3. Lastly, conclusions and further research points are given in Section 4.98
2. Numerical model description99
A schematic representation of the MP2PTO system is shown in Fig. 1 for a floater blanket100
with four floater elements. The floater elements B1-B4 are physically interconnected, thereby101
assembled into the “blanket”, which is excited under incident waves. The heaving motion102
of each floater element is transformed into the translational motion of pistons in an MPP103
unit, shown as P1-P4, by means of a rod. In this system, there are constraints at the top of104
the upper reservoir restricting the rod in the cylinder to move in the vertical direction, while105
allowing the upper part to have a relative rotation. Each MPP consists of three variable-size106
pistons resulting in seven different piston activation combinations, which allow a variable107
PTO load to be tuned to the incident waves, as shown in Fig. 1b. Thus, the MPP will108
extract energy while the interconnected floater radiates the incident waves, which in turn109
influence the dynamics of other floaters. Taking into account the complex wave field of the110
multi-floater interaction and the mechanics of the interconnection, multiple pistons can be111
activated within each pump independently. The series of floaters B1-B4 and MPP units112
P1-P4 compose the MP2PTO system; when this MP2PTO system is operated by a high-113
efficiency control system, it is expected that it will maximize the energy capture from ocean114
waves.115
Figure 1: The Ocean Grazer WEC (Vakis and Anagnostopoulos, 2016): (a) the MP2PTO system; (b) the
multi-piston pump concept.
The dynamic response of the floater blanket with the MP2PTO system can be described by
a set of motion equations for multi-body systems. We consider that, as the incident waves
interact with the floater blanket, each floater element moves along three degrees of freedom
with one rotational (pitch) and two translational (surge and heave) displacements. The
corresponding displacements and forces on each floater element can be obtained by solving
the well-known Cummins’ equation expressed below:
(Mf +M∞) X¨f +
∫ t
0
Kr(t− τ)X˙(τ) dτ = Fext + FB + Fν + Fic + Ffr, (1)
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where Mf are the components of the generalized mass matrix of the floaters; M∞ is the116
infinite-frequency added mass matrix; and Xf = [xf , zf , θf ]
T is the displacement vector of117
the floaters, whose elements represent the surge, heave and pitch displacements respectively.118
The second term on the left side is the convolution integral that represents the resistive force119
on the body due to wave radiation, where Kr is the radiation impulse response function;120
Fext is the wave excitation force vector; FB is the net restoring force vector due to buoyancy;121
Fν is the viscous damping force vector; Ffr is the internal force vector between the rod and122
the floater; and Fic is the interconnecting force between floater elements.123
The inviscid hydrodynamics, i.e., Fext, are calculated by using linear coefficients. The con-124
volution term is known as the fluid-memory model, which can be solved by the state-space125
approximation (Perez and Fossen, 2009). The hydrodynamic coefficients required for the126
calculation are numerically obtained by the boundary element method (BEM) based on the127
open-source code, NEMOH (Babarit and Delhommeau, 2015). The viscous damping can128
be estimated by using a quadratic damping term with empirical drag coefficients, similar to129
the drag term in Morison’s equation (Morison et al., 1950). However, Babarit et al. (2012)130
pointed out that the estimation of the drag term was negligible when modelling an array of131
heaving buoys on a fixed platform; hence, we neglect the viscous terms in the present model.132
The pistons have only one translational degree of freedom in the heaving direction. Since
there will be a control function in the MPP design concept to guarantee that selected pistons
can move synchronously, a lumped model is used to describe the motion of the pistons. This
means that equivalent piston masses and equivalent cylinder areas are used in the model
and will vary according to the piston combinations during the simulation. The motion of a
piston is governed by the following equation:
mpz¨p = Frp + Fp + Ff , (2)
where mp is the equivalent mass of the piston combination; zp is the displacement of the133
piston; Frp is the internal force between the rod and the piston; and Fp is the pumping134
force, which is a function of the area of the cross section of the cylinder and the dynamics135
of the piston. Ff is the viscous friction force between the piston and the cylinder, which136
can be obtained by solving the elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) problem (Vakis and137
Anagnostopoulos, 2016).138
The pumping force Fp can be calculated by Eq. (3) during the upstroke, but becomes zero
during the downstroke and is described by
Fp = −AccpL + ρ (Lc + LU)Acc (z¨p + g) + ρAccz˙p2, (3)
where Acc is the equivalent closing area of the cylinders; pL is the hydrostatic pressure at139
the bottom of the lower reservoir; Lc the length of the cylinder; and LU is the water depth140
of the upper reservoir.141
On the other hand, for the viscous friction force Ff , we consider a simplified formula based
on the Couette flow assumption given by





where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid; Rp is the radius of the piston; Hp is the height142
of the piston; and Sp is the piston-cylinder separation. This is a valid approximation when143
the interface can sustain a lubricant film at all times (except at the bottom and top dead144
centres) as discussed in the EHL model for a properly selected lubricant.145
Since the mass of the rod is much larger than the mass of the piston, the rod is considered146
as an individual mass body with constant spring and damping coefficients. The upper part147
(immersed in the sea water) allows three degrees of freedom and the lower part (hidden in the148
upper reservoir and the cylinders) moves only in the heaving direction. With the additional149
motion equations of the rod, the internal force (vector) can be obtained.150
In the pumping system, due to the significantly large hydraulic head difference between
the upper reservoir and the lower reservoir, the pumping force can be very large during
the upstroke, which essentially dominates the motion of the piston and strongly influences
the motion of the floater via the rod. A discontinuity occurs during switching between the
upstroke and the downstroke of the piston. The discontinuous pumping force may reduce
numerical stability and introduce non-physical vibrations in the system response. To avert
these problems, Vakis and Anagnostopoulos (2016) introduced exponential growth and delay
terms to calculate the mass of the fluid column. In this paper, we consider, instead, that
the opening and closing of the piston flaps are functions of the relative velocity between the
piston and the surrounding fluid, and assume that the variation rate of the closing area of
the cylinders is proportional to the velocity of the piston; hereby, the equivalent closing area
Acc of the cylinders is expressed as
A˙cc = αz˙p, (5)
where α is an empirical coefficient, that can be estimated by experimental data. In this151
work, we let α = 18 during the upstroke and we let α = 1800 during the downstroke, the152
former choice being motivated by experiments where it can be observed that longer times153
are needed to close the piston flap than to open it. A typical time variation of Acc in the154
simulation is shown in Fig. 2, where it can be corroborated that the slope of the upstroke











Figure 2: Typical time variation of Acc. Ac is the equivalent area of the cross section of the cylinders,
Acc = Ac when the piston flap is fully closed.
155
is less steep than the slope of the downstroke, since a smaller value of α was used in the156
upstroke calculation. As will be shown in the following section, non-physical vibrations can157
be cancelled out by choosing appropriate coefficients.158
To solve the system of motion equations in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) numerically, we rely on159
WEC-Sim (Wave Energy Converter SIMulator), a MATLAB/SIMULINK based open-source160
engineering tool (Ruehl et al., 2014). WEC-Sim has the ability to model devices that are161
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comprised of rigid bodies, such as power-take-off and mooring systems in the time domain.162
This enables us to rapidly create a numerical model of a floater (blanket) within a block163
diagram environment. The MPP model is developed using native SIMULINK blocks coupled164
with WEC-Sim. Fig. 3 shows an example of the model set-up for a single floater with an165
MPP unit. The “Floater” block represents a floater including the hydrodynamic model,166
which is originally developed in WEC-Sim. The “Rod” block represents a cable with linear167
spring and damping forces, whose ends connect to the floater with a revolute joint and to the168
piston with a planar joint, amounting to the three degrees of freedom for the floater motion169
as described in Eq. (1). The “Piston” block consists of a piston unit with an equivalent mass;170
a built-in control module allows us to vary the piston combinations during the simulation,171
namely the equivalent mass, such that the pumping force and other external forces are172
calculated based on the dynamics of the piston at the current time step. The “Cylinder”173
consists of a translational constraint that restricts the piston motion in the heaving direction174















Figure 3: WEC-Sim model setup for a single floater WEC with an MPP unit.
175
As experimentally observed in van Rooij et al. (2015), the mechanical efficiency of the pump-
ing system is quite high (near 99%), while the volumetric loss of the proof-of-concept pump-
ing system (including the losses of the check valve, piston valve and through the cylinder
and piston separation) ranged between 35% and 40%, which essentially dominated the power
loss. The leakage due to the piston-cylinder separation will be small in the full scale pumping
system, which was investigated in the EHL model (Vakis and Anagnostopoulos, 2016). Fur-
ther experiments are required to validate these findings and to calculate the total volumetric
loss with high accuracy. Since the present work aims to prove the MPP concept rather than
quantify the energy output of the full device, it is decided to disregard the volumetric losses
in this numerical model. Alternately, instead of the produced power, the pumping power
(Eq. (6)) and the pumping energy (Eq. (7)) are used in the discussion in the following. The
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pumping power is calculated by the general formula
Pp = Fpz˙p, (6)





The leakage and volumetric losses will be assessed by our ongoing large-scale MPP experi-176
ments and accounted for in an upgraded numerical model.177
The initial displacements of the floaters are set to their equilibrium positions in still water,178
which are calculated by taking into account the initial force on the rod. The piston is initially179
located at Lr (the length of the rod) below the floater. For regular wave simulations, a linear180
sinusoidal wave with period T and amplitude H/2 is used as the incident wave. For irregular181
wave simulations, the incident wave is a linear superposition of a number of regular wave182
components. In order to improve the stability of the model, the incident waves are gradually183
generated with a time ramp function in the simulation.184
The capture factor (also known as the capture width ratio) is commonly used to assess the
performance of WECs (Renzi and Dias, 2013). It is defined as the ratio between the capture











in the present paper; Dw is the width of the floater; and cg is the group velocity. In this186
study, we use the capture factor to assess the performance of the Ocean Grazer WEC, as187
will be discussed in the following section.188
3. Results and discussion189
In this section, the developed numerical model is compared against the experimental results190
of the single piston pump (SPP) and the previously developed analytical model from Vakis191
and Anagnostopoulos (2016). Moreover, a series of simulations with various wave conditions192
and piston combinations are carried out, in order to understand the MPP performance and193
demonstrate the adaptability of the MPP concept. Finally, a numerical simulation of the194
MP2PTO system with ten elements is presented, in order to investigate the hydrodynamic195
response of the floater blanket and the capture power of the MP2PTO system.196
3.1. Model validation197
As previously mentioned, the experimental study of the SPP system was carried by van198
Rooij et al. (2015). The displacement, pumping force and pressure in the reservoirs were199
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measured in the experiment. The experimental conditions can be numerically reproduced200
by removing the “Floater” block in Fig. 3, and prescribing the sinusoidal velocity to the end201
of the rod. All the parameters are the same as those in the experiment, which can be found202
in van Rooij et al. (2015).203
The time histories of the piston displacement, piston velocity, pumping force and pumping204
power are compared with the experimental results, as depicted in Fig. 4; in this figure, it can205
be seen that there is very good agreement between the two. The piston velocity is a sinusoid


























Figure 4: Comparison of numerical results (red dashed lines) and experimental results (blue solid lines) for
piston displacement, piston velocity, pumping force and pumping power (top to bottom, respectively). The
simulated wave in this case is H = 0.885 m, T = 20.1 s.
206
with a saw-tooth-like high frequency modulation in the experiment, but is much smoother in207
the simulation. Three reasons may cause such a difference: (i) the experimental velocity was208
obtained by derivating the piston displacement, rather than by measuring it directly; (ii) the209
stiffness of the frame that supported the pumping system in the experiment might result in210
additional high-frequency vibrations; (iii) the cable properties, e.g. the spring constant and211
damping, can influence the vibrational behaviour in the simulation. Because the variable212
Acc with different coefficients according to Eq. (5) is used during the switching between the213
up- and down-stroke, the increase and decrease of the pumping force is in good agreement214
with the measurement. High-frequency oscillations of the pumping force are observed in the215
experiment after the switching because the sudden change of the pumping force results in216
slamming. Although similar oscillations are also observed in the simulation, their amplitude217
is small and not visible in the current plot. The larger amplitude of the oscillation in the218
experiment might partly be ascribed to the additional vibration of the mounting frame, as219
previously mentioned. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the present model is satisfactory. The220
model can be further developed to investigate the MPP unit.221
A numerical model of a single box-shape floater (7m × 7m × 2m) with an SPP unit was222
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proposed by Vakis and Anagnostopoulos (2016), hereinafter referred to as the SPP model.223
The major differences between the SPP model and the present model are summarized as224
follows: (1) to avoid the numerical issues caused by the discontinuous pumping force, the225
SPP model used exponential growth and decay terms to calculate the fluid column mass,226
whereas the present model considers that the closing/opening of the piston flap is a function227
of the piston velocity; (2) only the heaving motion of the floater is accounted for in the228
SPP model, while the floater in the present model incorporates three degrees of freedom; (3)229
the hydrodynamics calculation is simplified in the SPP model, whereas the present model230
calculates the hydrodynamic forces based on BEM, taking into account the diffraction and231
radiation effects; (4) a full EHL model is developed to calculate the fluid force in the SPP232
model, but the present model uses a simplified lubrication model instead.233
The comparison of the motion of the floater is presented in Fig. 5, where it can be observed234
that the displacement and velocity are in good agreement between models. However, sig-235
nificant oscillations are observed in the time series of the acceleration in the SPP model.236
The oscillations occur at the switching instances between the upstroke and the downstroke,237
and can be explained as a result of the SPP model neglecting the radiation damping term,238
while the present model accounts for radiation damping via BEM; hence, this non-physical239
oscillation does not appear in the present model, which is an improved representation of the240
system’s behaviour (as can be observed in the comparison with experiments in Fig. 4).






















Figure 5: Comparison of the floater motion between the present numerical model (red dashed lines) and the
SPP model (blue solid lines). The incident wave in this case is H = 4.0 m, T = 10 s.
241
The time-history comparison of the piston dynamics, pumping force and pumping power242
between the two models is presented in Fig. 6. The agreement of the piston dynamics243
between the two models is not as good as that of the floater dynamics shown in Fig. 5.244
The amplitude of the displacement is consistent between models, but the time variation245
has a slight difference. This difference may be caused by the different treatment of the rod246
motion. In the SPP model, the piston and the rod are considered as one ensemble, namely a247
lumped mass model, while, conversely, in the present numerical model, they are calculated248
separately and the part of the rod immersed in the sea water is allowed to have three degrees249
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of freedom. Consequently, since the piston velocity in the present model is slightly larger,250
the capture power is also higher. Lastly, the pumping force between the SPP model and251
the present model matches almost perfectly, except for the large spike at the switching that252
should be caused by the sudden change in fluid column mass in the SPP model. Note that253
the oscillation during the upstroke is observed in both models, due to the spring effect of254
the rod.





























Figure 6: Results comparison between the present numerical model (red dashed lines) and the SPP model
(blue solid lines) corresponding to piston displacement, piston velocity, pumping force and pumping power
(top to bottom, respectively).
255
Following the latter comparison between the SPP model and the present numerical model256
discussed in this section, we provide the following summary. Firstly, the SPP model used257
a purely numerical treatment to deal with the discontinuous pumping force, while the time258
variation of Ac is used to physically describe the opening/closing of the piston flap in the259
present model; the aforementioned time variation can be obtained experimentally. There-260
fore, the accuracy of the present model can be further improved by performing a set of261
experiments to determine the empirical coefficients in Eq. (5). Secondly, the inclusion of ad-262
ditional degrees of freedom in the floater, as done in the present model, does not significantly263
influence the heaving motion of the single floater. However, in the hydrodynamic model of264
the floater blanket, the floater elements are interconnected, and their pitch motion has to265
be accounted for. The multi-degree of freedom motion is essential for the floater blanket266
model. Furthermore, according to the present results, it is found that the excitation force267
and the net restoring force dominate the floater dynamics. Hence, the simplification of the268
hydrodynamics in the SPP model is acceptable for the single floater model. However, as will269
be shown in the following section, the diffraction and radiation effects may significantly influ-270
ence the dynamics of the floater elements and the energy extraction for short-period waves.271
These should be carefully calculated, and, thus, the SPP model is not applicable in this case.272
Finally, the effect of the fluid friction in the dynamics of the pumping system is found to be273
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insignificant; hence, the simplified calculation is sufficient for the present numerical model,274
especially because using a full EHL model requires very small time steps to deal with the275
high frequency vibration of the piston, which is computationally inefficient. Accordingly, a276
full EHL model is not applied in the present numerical model. In conclusion, the present277
model is a more comprehensive model regarding the hydrodynamics and multibody system278
dynamics with respect to the SPP model. Thus, it can be applied in the investigation of the279
floater blanket and the MP2PTO system.280
3.2. Single floater with MPP unit281
The core innovation of the Ocean Grazer is that an MPP unit can realize multiple piston282
combinations, which can adapt to incoming wave heights and periods in order to maximize283
energy extraction. In this section, the numerical model of a single floater with an MPP unit284
is used to illustrated this adaptability and demonstrate the validity of the MPP concept.285
According to our numerical testing, we initially design an MPP unit of three pistons with286
different masses and radii, whose parameters are outlined in Table 1. Based on the current
Table 1: Parameters of the MPP unit used in the simulation.





MPP design, we can obtain seven different piston combinations with various equivalent piston288
masses and areas, as presented in Table 2. Corresponding to the selected set, the equivalent289
mass of the piston in the model is altered according to Table 2, and the pumping force is290
calculated by using the equivalent area during the simulation, which will result in a different291
dynamic response of the multibody system. By selecting the optimal piston combinations292
to deal with the varying incident waves, the MPP unit is expected to extract more energy293
Table 2: Seven piston combinations in an MPP unit (0 = inactive and 1 = active in the piston combination);
furthermore, mp is the equivalent mass of the pistons and Ac is the equivalent area of the cylinders.
Set No. combination mp(kg) Ac(m
2)
1 {1, 0, 0} 200 0.126
2 {0, 1, 0} 400 0.283
3 {1, 1, 0} 600 0.408
4 {0, 0, 1} 700 0.502
5 {1, 0, 1} 900 0.628
6 {0, 1, 1} 1100 0.785
7 {1, 1, 1} 1300 0.911
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than those using the constant piston combinations. It should be noted that the effect of294
the coupling mechanism to the dynamics of the system is assumed to be negligible; this is295
necessary, pending the finalization of the mechanism’s design.296
To demonstrate the potential of an MPP unit, a set of simulations with the seven different297
possibilities stated in Table 2 is carried out with a wide range of wave periods and wave298
heights. The mean power over one wave period and the capture factor of the WEC are299
calculated in each simulation. Accordingly, these results are expressed in matrix form,300
showing the power factor capture CF as a function of the wave period T and wave height H,301
which can indicate the energy extraction efficiencies across sea states. The capture factor302
matrices corresponding to the seven sets are shown in Fig. 7. In this figure, it can be seen303
that the energy extraction is definitely influenced by the selection of the piston combinations.304
For example, the capture factor of set7 is about 6 times that of set1 for the wave of T = 8 s305
and H = 5 m; in contrast, set7 captures only 1/6 of the energy captured by set1 for the wave306
of T = 8 s and H = 1 m, which implies that selecting an appropriate piston combination307
during operation can significantly improve the device performance. These seven matrices308
also indicate that each set has its own zone with relatively high capture factors. Ideally, for309
each specific incident wave, one can choose the optimum set of the seven to enlarge the high310
capture factor zone, as shown in the last plot of Fig.7. The MPP can achieve roughly the311
same high capture factor for the waves with various wave heights and the same wave periods.312
The highest performance is obtained at T = 6 s, but the capture factors decrease as the313
wave periods increase; this behavior is related to the device specifications. Optimizing these314
specifications, i.e., the sizes and masses of the floater and the pistons, may enable the device315
to work well for even longer period waves; this will be investigated in the future.316
To take advantage of the adaptability of the MPP unit, we identify the set which captures317
maximum power (or has the highest capture factor) as the optimum set, based on the318
numerical results presented in Fig. 7. The matrix representation of the optimum set under319
various wave conditions is shown in Fig. 8, which corresponds to the combinations presented320
in Table 2. These results suggest that a lighter combination should be chosen for both321
short-period waves and long-period waves while the heavier combination is favorable for322
intermediate-period waves; furthermore, heavy combinations are always recommended for323
waves with large amplitudes.324
The indexing matrix discussed thus far is obtained based on a monochromatic wave simula-325
tion, but such a sea state is rare in reality and can only be found in wave tank tests. In order326
to apply the results of the indexing matrix to a more realistic wave sea state, we consider327
incident waves presented as continuous time series with variable wave heights and periods. A328
simple algorithm is used to determine the current wave heights and periods, as explained and329
sketched in Fig. 9. Note that this procedure to determine the wave heights and periods does330
not have a real physical meaning, but aims to make use of the indexing matrix to control an331
MPP unit. Once the time varying wave heights and periods are obtained, a lookup table is332
used to index the optimum set during the simulation. Accordingly, the piston combination333
switches to its optimal combination as soon as the piston velocity transitions from negative334
to positive (during the upstroke). Therefore, the MPP unit can adapt itself to the varying335
incident waves. This approach is an initial attempt aiming to test the MPP concept, even336


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7: Capture factor matrix of a WEC with a single floater and an MPP unit. The values in the plots
are the capture factor (scaled by a factor 10−2) using constant piston combinations. The last plot shows the












































































































Figure 8: Optimum set indexing matrix of a WEC with a single floater and an MPP unit. The color
represents the maximum mean power in the seven sets under the same wave condition, the number indexes
the optimum set which can capture the maximum energy under the specific wave condition.
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Figure 9: Procedure to obtain wave heights and periods in an incident wave series with varying height
and period. A loop is used to find the local maxima (ηmax) and minima (ηmin) in the time series of wave
elevation. The wave height is calculated by H(t) = ηimax − ηimin and the wave period is determined by




, where i ∈ {0, 1, .., n.}.
broad terms, the piston dynamics in the MPP unit are not only determined by the incident338
wave at the current time, but are also influenced by the fluid-memory effects associated with339
the radiation forces exerted on the floater, and the mechanics of the interconnection between340
the parts of the device. Hence, the development of a suitable control algorithm for an MPP341
unit should take into account the dynamics of the floater and the piston; this is left for future342
work.343
Subsequently, the simulation of a single floater with an MPP unit under irregular waves344
is carried out to validate the adaptability of the MPP concept. Furthermore, simulations345
with the other seven constant piston combinations are added to the comparison. Special346
attention should be paid when comparing the simulation results under irregular incident347
waves. When applying a wave spectrum to generate a wave series, the wave is essentially348
created by the superposition of a finite number of waves having different phase, frequency349
and amplitude. The wave field may be different depending on the sets of chosen phases. In350
the present paper, the same random phases are used for all cases, in order to be consistent351
with the incident waves in the simulations. The time histories of energy extraction are shown352
in Fig. 10. In this figure, it can be observed that set1 can extract energy stably because its353
light pumping load allows it to pump the fluid with very low waves, but the disadvantage354
is that its capture power is small. The total extracted energy is only half of that captured355
by the MPP unit in the present study. The pumping load of set7 is the heaviest, and wave356
forces are not strong enough to lift the pistons for most of the time during the simulation.357
Thus, set7 only captures little energy from the beginning to t = 270 s, which would seem to358
suggest that a redesign of the MPP configuration is necessary. However, on the occasion of359
large incident waves, the capture power is significantly large, e.g., as in the step-like increase360
of energy extraction that can be observed at t = 270 s. The intermediate combinations e.g.,361
set2 and set3, show better performance than other constant combinations under the current362
moderate sea state. Note that the result corresponding to the MPP unit in Fig. 10 clearly363
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Figure 10: Comparison of extracted energy with various constant piston combinations and an adaptable
MPP unit. The time series of the incident wave in the present study is generated by JONSWAP spectrum
with Hm0 = 2.0 m and Tp = 12 s.
outperforms the seven constant piston combinations, thanks to the adaptability of the MPP364
unit.365
Fig. 11 shows the time histories of irregular wave elevation and the corresponding set used366
during the simulation. At the beginning of the simulation when the incident wave is weak,



























Figure 11: Selection of optimum set during irregular wave series (Top: time series of wave elevation. Bottom:
corresponding piston combination).
367
light combinations are adopted, such that the combinations switch between set2 and set3.368
When encountering a strong wave event, e.g., at t = 270 s, the combination switches to369
set6, a relatively heavier selection. As soon as the strong wave event has passed, the lighter370
combination is adopted once again. As can be corroborated in Fig. 10, the final results are371
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Table 3: Mean capture power under various wave conditions with different piston combinations.
Hm0 = 1.0 m, Tp = 12 s Hm0 = 2.0 m, Tp = 12 s Hm0 = 3.0 m, Tp = 12 s
Pp(kW) % # Pp(kW) % # Pp(kW) % #
set1 4.39 96.30% 2 11.03 49.40% 6 17.75 36.20% 8
set2 4.09 89.70% 3 19.27 86.30% 3 34.34 70.10% 6
set3 2.48 54.40% 5 20.46 91.60% 2 43.10 87.90% 4
set4 1.67 36.50% 7 17.60 78.80% 4 46.31 94.50% 2
set5 1.54 33.70% 8 13.93 62.40% 5 44.87 91.50% 3
set6 1.97 43.30% 6 9.06 40.60% 7 36.82 75.10% 5
set7 2.53 55.40% 4 6.02 26.90% 8 31.02 63.30% 7
MPP 4.56 100.00% 1 22.33 100.00% 1 49.02 100.00% 1
that the adapting MPP unit can extract about 10% more energy than the optimum constant372
combination, i.e., set3.373
More simulations are carried out to further validate the MPP concept under various sea374
states. The mean capture power with various wave conditions is shown in Table 3. The375
results indicate that the MPP unit can always capture the maximum energy from the ocean376
wave compared to the other seven constant piston combinations, and the mean power is 3.7%377
to 8.5% greater than that of the optimum constant combinations. Based on the numerical378
results, it is concluded that it is crucial to select the appropriate piston combinations under379
the specific sea state; inappropriate combinations may significantly reduce the capture power380
by over 70%, and developing a control strategy for an MPP unit will indeed be valuable for381
the Ocean Grazer WEC.382
Although the present study demonstrates that the MPP concept can take advantage of its383
adaptability to maximize energy extraction in various wave conditions, we acknowledge that384
the design of the floater element and the MPP unit should be further optimized, in order385
to obtain a high capture factor over wide ranges of wave heights and periods. In addition,386
the control strategy of the MPP unit is very simple in the present study: it does not access387
the information from the floater and piston dynamics. Moreover, the wave elevation used in388
the control is known in advance rather than based on a real-time prediction. Development389
of an MPC strategy for the MPP unit, based on the present numerical model, is a work in390
progress. It is expected that a superior control strategy can significantly improve the MPP391
performance.392
3.3. Floater blanket with MP2PTO system393
A single floater with an MPP unit can only extract a limited amount of energy. A grid of394
interconnected floater elements (floater blanket) is designed for the MP2PTO system, aiming395
to sequentially extract energy from ocean waves as they move through the WEC. Because396
the length of the floater blanket may be comparable with the wavelength, the diffraction and397
radiation cannot be neglected in this case. As opposed to the single floater device, where398
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the radiation is dependent only on the single floater’s own motion, additional interaction399
forces arise between the floater elements from two aspects: (1) the floater elements are400
physically interconnected with each other, and their motion must be coordinated with that401
of their neighbours; (2) the presence of the floaters (diffraction effects) and the motion of402
nearby floaters (radiation effects) will alter the local wave field that will further influence403
their motion. The multi-body system dynamics can be solved in the Simscape MultibodyTM404
environment, and wave and multi-body interaction can be dealt with using NEMOH. A405
numerical model of a floater blanket consisting of ten floaters has been developed, as shown406
in Fig. 12. In the original design, the floater blanket may be secured to the Ocean Grazer,407
a massive platform of hundreds of meters in diameter. In the present model, the platform is408
not accounted for, but a constraint is introduced to the first element of the floater blanket409






























































































































Figure 12: WEC-Sim model set-up for the floater blanket. Each floater is connected to an individual MPP
unit. The floater elements are interconnected by revolute joints, which only allow relative rotation between
their neighbours. Furthermore, a pin slot joint is applied on the first floater at the left to restrict its surge
motion.
410
Simulations for four cases with various wave periods are carried out to understand the411
hydrodynamic response of the floater blanket and the MP2PTO performance. Due to the412
lack of knowledge about the optimum MP2PTO configuration at the present stage, a constant413
piston combination (set1 ) is used for all MPPs in the simulation. The resulting mean power414
for each MPP is presented in Fig. 13. The extracted power of the MPPs decreases along the













T=5s, H=2m, L=39.0m, CF = 1:30
T=7s, H=2m, L=76.5m, CF = 1:09
T=10s, H=2m, L=156.3m, CF = 0:60
T=15s, H=2m, L=351.3m, CF = 0:30
Figure 13: Mean capture power of each MPP under various wave conditions.
415
wave direction for short-period waves in general, i.e., the cases of T = 5 s and T = 7 s. Note416
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that MPP1 captures five times more energy than MPP10 in the wave of T = 5 s. However,417
the mean power of the MPPs is almost constant for long-period waves, i.e., T = 15 s. This418
is because the diffraction effects are generally more pronounced for waves whose wavelength419
is roughly comparable to the dimensions of the obstacle. The wavelength of a T = 5 s420
period wave is 39 m, which is about half the length of the floater blanket (70 m); thus,421
the incident wave is partly diffracted away from the floater blanket, resulting in a decrease422
in captured power along the wave direction. The wavelength of a T = 15 s period wave423
is five times greater than the length of the floater blanket; thus, the long wave can easily424
transit through the floater blanket without any significant disturbance on the wave profile,425
so that each MPP unit exhibits similar performance. The capture factor of each simulation426
is also stated in Fig. 13. The capture factor can be greater than one for the short-period427
waves, because elongated floating bodies should diffract waves, which will be concentrated428
in the downwave direction, as stated by Rainey (2001), and can maintain the energy input429
for the following floaters. Although the incident waves are diffracted at the front of the430
floater blanket resulting in energy loss, there will be energy compensation from the sides.431
The capture factor decreases dramatically as the period of the waves increases, due to the432
fact that the stiffness of a heaving buoy should be very high in order to oscillate in resonance433
with the system (Payne et al., 2015).434
The hydrodynamic response of the floater blanket under various incident waves can be un-435
derstood by comparing the excitation force on the floater elements, as presented in Fig. 14.436
The excitation force on the individual floaters decreases sharply from the first floater to



























(a) T = 5 s, H = 2 m (b) T = 15 s, H = 2 m
Figure 14: Time histories of the excitation force on the floater elements. The evolution in amplitude of the
excitation is marked with a bold black line, to exemplify the decay in (a) and the slight increase towards the
end of the floater blanket in (b).
437
the tenth in the short-period wave cases, as can be seen clearly from the black bold line in438
Fig. 14a, which represents the trend of the amplitude of the force. This explains why the439
capture power decreases in the wave direction. However, there is only a slight difference440
between the floater elements in the longer-period waves. Interestingly, the amplitude of the441
excitation force does not decrease monotonically for long-period waves. It decreases at the442
first few floaters, but increases at the end; therefore, the energy extraction for each MPP is443
roughly the same and MPP10 can capture slightly greater power.444
In order to shed some light on the influence of the PTO configuration on the hydrodynamic445
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response of the floater blanket and the energy extraction, we perform further simulations446
in the sequel using the ten floater model. The results are presented in Fig. 15 for the sets447
with seven constant piston combinations under two waves with same wave amplitudes but448
different periods. In the short-period wave case (Fig. 15(a)), the capture factor is greatest


















set1, CF = 1:30
set2, CF = 1:31
set3, CF = 0:88
set4, CF = 0:49
set5, CF = 0:16
set6, CF = 0:13
set7, CF = 0:14
(a) T = 5 s, H = 2 m


















set1, CF = 0:30
set2, CF = 0:53
set3, CF = 0:69
set4, CF = 0:78
set5, CF = 0:82
set6, CF = 0:68
set7, CF = 0:16
(b) T = 15 s, H = 2 m
Figure 15: Time histories of excitation force on each floater for (a) a short-period wave; and (b) a long-period
wave.
449
for the lightest combination (set1 ). Set2 captures slightly less energy than set1, but the450
difference in mean power between the ten MPPs is much larger; the mean power of MPP1451
is about 57 kW, whereas for MPP10, this is only 3 kW. The previous can be physically452
explained, since choosing set2 for MPP1 results in the extraction of more energy than with453
set1 ; hence, less energy is delivered to the later MPPs. Although the mean power of MPPs454
1-3 of set2 is higher than that of set1, MPPs 6-10 hardly capture any energy. As a result,455
the overall energy extraction of set2 is less than that of set1. For the relatively heavier456
combinations, i.e., sets 5-7, the floater blanket keeps almost stationary; hence, the MPPs457
only extract little energy. The capture factors decrease as the piston combinations become458
heavier, indicating that the lighter piston combination is a better choice under the current459
wave condition. It is interesting to see that the mean power of each MPP does not decrease460
monotonically. Spikes can be observed in some sets, e.g., MPP9 under set2, MPP6 with set3461
and MPP5 using set4. Such phenomena also appear occasionally in our initial experimental462
testing. This could be caused by the superposition of the diffracted and radiated waves with463
the incident waves, resulting in increased floater heaving at specific positions. This issue464
should be investigated by developing an analytical model in the future. The present results465
imply that the incident wave field has been altered due to the diffracted and radiated waves466
by other floaters. Hence, the lookup table based on the indexing matrix from the single467
floater simulation in Fig. 8 is not applicable for controlling the individual MPP in MP2PTO468
system under the short-period waves.469
For the long-period wave case (Fig. 15(b)), the capture factors increase from set1 to set5,470
but decrease afterwards. The ten MPPs can gain similar energy except with set7, in which471
a spike is observed at MPP8. It seems that a constant piston combination (set5 ) is the472
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optimum set for the MP2PTO because all 10 MPPs can always capture the maximum power473
with set5. When indexing the wave condition of T = 15 s and H = 2 m in Fig. 8, we find474
that the optimum set for the single floater is set5, which is the same as the current case of475
the floater blanket. Thus, we can conclude that the lookup table in Fig. 8 is likely valid for476
the floater blanket under the long-period waves.477
The MP2PTO concept allows each MPP to select a different piston combination indepen-478
dently, to deal with the altered ocean waves. As previously discussed, the wave profile at479
the site of the floater elements is significantly different in the short-period waves; hence,480
selecting the optimum set for each MPP may increase the overall energy extraction. Since481
set0 = {0, 0, 0}, where no pistons are activated within an MPP is the eighth combination482
in addition to the aforementioned seven configurations, an MP2PTO system with ten MPP483
units will have 810 possible configurations and it is computationally expensive to perform484
a combinatorial search for finding the optimum configuration. Other heuristic approaches,485
such as genetic algorithms or branch-and-bound algorithms, can be considered to obtain the486
sub-optimum solution with less computational demands than the exhaustive enumeration487
approach. In the present work, we attempt to use the guess-and-check approach to search488
for the optimum configuration for the MP2PTO in short-period waves.489
As shown in Fig. 14(a), the extraction force decreases along the wave direction, suggesting490
that the sets of MPPs with the same tendency may result in better performance. We design491
the simulation of eleven configurations, i.e., conf.1 to conf.11, as presented in Table 4. The
Table 4: Configurations of the MP2PTO system used in the simulation, the numbers in the table correspond
to the MPP set described in Table2.
MPP No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
conf.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
conf.2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
conf.3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
conf.4 4 4 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 1
conf.5 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 1 1
conf.6 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2
conf.7 7 7 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 3
conf.8 7 7 7 7 6 6 5 5 4 4
conf.9 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 5 5
conf.10 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6
conf.11 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
conf.12 7 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 4 4
492
configuration of the MPPs starts from the uniform set1, increases gradually in size/load493
along the wave direction, and ends at the uniform set7. Each MPP gets a chance to vary494
the set from 1 to 7. The mean power of the MPPs and the overall capture factor by using495
these MPP configurations are shown in Fig. 16. As we use a relatively large amplitude wave496
in the study, the configuration conf.1 consisting of uniform set1 extracts the least amount497
of energy. The captured power increases by using conf.2, in which MPP1 and MPP2 are498
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changed to set2. The capture factors increase as the loads of the MPPs increase until conf.7,499
and decrease afterwards. The results suggest that set7 should be applied to MPP1, but500
the lighter set may be better for the following MPPs because the wave excitation decreases.501
Based on the results from cases conf.1 to conf.11, we pinpoint the sets which obtain the502
maximum mean power as the optimum sets for each MPP. These sets are finally selected as503
conf.12. The result attained by conf.12 is encouraging. The device with this configuration504
obtains the highest capture factor of 2.46 among all 12 configurations. We acknowledge that505
configuration conf.12 may be not the optimal configuration out of all possibilities, but it506
demonstrates the advantage of the adaptability of the MP2PTO system: one can vary the507
sets of MPPs to maximize the energy extraction. This is a complex optimal control problem,508
which should account for waves and multi-body interactions, as well as the multi-body system509
dynamics, and will be a great challenge in our further work.












conf:1, CF = 0:65
conf:2, CF = 0:84
conf:3, CF = 1:14
conf:5, CF = 1:49
conf:4, CF = 1:88
conf:6, CF = 2:24
conf:7, CF = 2:39
conf:8, CF = 2:28
conf:9, CF = 2:02
conf:10, CF = 1:46
conf:11, CF = 1:42
conf:12, CF = 2:46
Figure 16: Mean power of MPPs in various MP2PTO configurations (using T = 7 s, H = 3.5 m).
510
It is emphasized that the present work only focuses on the validation of the MP2PTO concept511
working principle, rather than on predicting the energy output of the Ocean Grazer WEC.512
The capture factor presented here only indicates its dependency on the wave conditions and513
the MP2PTO configurations, but the overall performance of the full scale device will be514
definitely improved by applying an optimized design of the floater blanket and developing515
a high-efficiency control system for the MP2PTO system. Additionally, the efficiencies of516
the turbine system (shown as T in Fig. 1) and the delivery to the power grid should be517
considered.518
The present models deal with the floater blanket in the open sea, but, in the original Ocean519
Grazer design, the floater blanket should be mounted in the channels of the platform. The520
hydrodynamic response of the floater blanket in the channel may exhibit a different be-521
haviour. Our initial experiment has demonstrated that there was a phase shift between the522
motion of floaters and the motion of waves, while there is no significant phase difference in523
the current open-sea simulation. The channel version of the numerical model is a work in524
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progress, in order to compare it with experimental results in a wave tank.525
4. Conclusions and further work526
The present work has used a time domain numerical model to investigate the hydrodynamics527
of the floater blanket and demonstrate the adaptability of the MP2PTO system. The pro-528
posed model takes into account the diffraction and radiation effects via NEMOH, and allows529
the inclusion of multiple degrees of freedom for the floater elements. The model is validated530
by comparing the dynamics of the floater and pistons with our experimental results and a531
previously developed model, achieving good agreement with both.532
Numerical results of a single floater with an MPP unit indicate that the MPP concept can533
potentially improve the device performance in a wide range of wave periods and heights. The534
irregular wave simulations demonstrate that the adapting MPP unit, by means of a simple535
control algorithm, can extract more energy than other constant piston combinations.536
Moreover, a numerical model consisting of ten interconnected floater elements within the537
MP2PTO system is proposed and investigated. The floater elements present similar hy-538
drodynamic responses to long-period waves, but their motion may be seriously affected by539
diffraction and radiation effects under short-period waves. Therefore, the simple control algo-540
rithm based on the results of the single floater is not applicable for controlling the MP2PTO541
system under short-period waves, but is likely valid under long-period waves. In addition,542
the overall energy extraction by the MP2PTO system can be improved by optimizing the543
set of MPPs.544
Experiments of a scale prototype of the floater blanket are planned, which will focus, not545
only on the energy extraction, but also on the wave propagation and the dynamics of the546
floater elements. The main purpose of the experiments is to understand the hydrodynamics547
of the floater blanket and search for the optimal configurations of the MP2PTO system548
under various wave conditions. It also offers a benchmark for validating the numerical549
model. Another large-scale MPP prototype experiment is a work in progress, and aims550
to investigate the hydraulic characteristics and efficiency of an MPP unit. With the two551
experiments and via additional assumptions, we expect to estimate the overall efficiency of552
the device and its total energy output.553
The proposed time domain model is time consuming, with its computational cost depending554
on the degrees of freedom added to the model. A typical model consisting of ten floater555
elements takes approximately one day to run, corresponding to 200 seconds of physical time.556
This makes it difficult to identify the optimal configurations of the MP2PTO system via a557
large number of guess-and-check simulations. A frequency domain analytical model may be558
an alternative, and in that context, it may offer a guideline for developing a control strategy559
for the MP2PTO system. Therefore, development of an analytical model in the frequency560
domain will be of great value. This is the focus of future work, as is the development of561
MPC strategies for the single and ten-element piston pump model.562
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